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A low- to high-density pressure-driven phase transition in amorphous silicon is investigated by synchrotron
x-ray diffraction in the diamond anvil cell. Complementary atomistic molecular dynamics computer simula-
tions provide insight into the underlying structural transformations and allow us to interpret the structure
factors obtained from experiment. During compression the form of the scattering function SQ changes
abruptly at 13.5 GPa, indicating significant structural rearrangement in the amorphous solid. In particular, the
first peak in SQ shifts to larger Q values. The changes are correlated with the occurrence of a low- to
high-density LDA-HDA polyamorphic transition observed previously using Raman scattering and electrical
conductivity measurements. The data are analyzed to provide real space pair distribution function informa-
tion. The experimental data are compared with results from molecular dynamics MD simulations using a
modified Stillinger-Weber many-body potential energy function in order to extract structural information on the
densified amorphous material. We deduce that the polyamorphic transition involves an abrupt increase in the
proportion of 5- and 6-coordinate Si atoms. The overall structure of the HDA polyamorph can be related to that
of the LDA form by creation of highly-coordinated “defects” within the tetrahedrally-bonded LDA network.
However classical and quantum MD simulations indicate that an even higher density amorphous state might
exist, based on structures that resemble the densely-packed metallic polymorphs of crystalline Si.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.224118 PACS numbers: 64.60.i, 61.43.Dq
I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon, in both its crystalline and amorphous forms, pro-
vides a system of fundamental technological importance. As
a result, a detailed understanding of the structural and ther-
modynamic behavior of this system over a wide range of
temperature and pressure conditions is necessary if critical
applications are to be fully exploited. Studies carried out at
high pressure and high temperature have revealed remark-
able changes in the structure and physical properties of sili-
con, in its crystalline, liquid and solid amorphous states as a
function of the density.
The crystalline material undergoes extensive polymor-
phism during compression, leading to series of metallic
phases in which the Si atoms are present in octahedral, or
even higher, coordination environments.1,2 Liquid silicon at
ambient pressure has metallic character and it possesses
higher density than either the semiconducting diamond
crystal or solid amorphous a-Si semiconducting forms of
the element, that are usually prepared by chemical or physi-
cal vapor deposition methods.3,4 Recently, a solid state
chemical approach to synthesis of bulk a-Si has been
described,5 and that method was used to prepare the samples
used in this study.
As a consequence of the density contrast between the
crystalline polymorph and the liquid phase, diamond-
structured Si-I exhibits a negative melting slope, dTm /dP,
between P=1 atm to 11 GPa.6 That observation has led to
analysis of the crystalline melting relations using various
versions of the “two-state” model for the liquid structure.7–9
In such models, “low-” i.e., four-coordinate and “high-
density” structural domains are presumed to coexist in the
melt, and their relative proportion changes as a function of
the density. At high pressures, the high-coordinate species
predominate so that the melt density is greater than that of
the underlying tetrahedrally-bonded crystal and dTm /dP is
negative. As the pressure is decreased, the proportion of
four-coordinate states increases so that the normal volume
relations between crystal and liquid are obtained, and the
dTm /dP relation should attain a positive slope. Extension of
the crystal-liquid phase relations into the negative pressure
i.e., tensile regime using various theoretical models or
computer simulations indicates that a maximum should occur
in the melting curve at P−2 to −4 GPa.8,10–13
At a sufficiently low temperature, that is modeled to lie
below the melting line in the supercooled liquid regime, ther-
modynamic analyses using the two-state or two-domain
models predict that the supercooled two-state liquid should
encounter a critical point, followed by a line of first-order
density-driven liquid-liquid phase transitions occurring be-
tween distinct low- LDL and high-density HDL super-
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cooled liquid phases Fig. 1.7–10,14 It is difficult to directly
study the LDL-HDL phase transition experimentally in the
supercooled liquid, because of the extreme rapidity of crys-
tallization occurring in the metastable high-T , P regime.
Nevertheless, in situ high-temperature x-ray scattering ex-
periments on liquid-Si show a change in the structure factor,
SQ, and an associated drop in the coordination number
from 6.5 to 5.5 during supercooling at atmospheric
pressure.15,16 However, rapid crystallization occurs before
any liquid-liquid transition is observed similar behavior is
observed for l-Ge Ref. 17. As the temperature is lowered,
it is expected that each of the LDL and HDL phases will
encounter their respective glass transformations, below
which they will become nonergodic LDA and HDA amor-
phous solids. Although these are not true phases in internal
thermodynamic equilibrium, their transformations may be
considered to map on to the LDL-HDL polyamorphic liquid-
liquid phase transition, assuming some similarity between
the configurational energy landscapes of LDA-LDL and
HDA-HDL polymorphs. Fast time-scale ion hammering
techniques18 predict a glass transition temperature for the
LDL phase, Tg
L
, at T800–950 K when extrapolated to
“normal” cooling rates19. The corresponding HDL glass
transition temperature is, as yet, unknown. However, MD
simulations predict such a transition at Tg
H1027 K.11 The
pressure dependence of both glass transition temperatures is
unknown.
The two-state model of the liquid state in silicon is sup-
ported by classical and ab initio molecular dynamics MD
simulations11,20,21 and x-ray scattering experiments on Si
and Ge as a function of the temperature at ambient
pressure,15,22,23 as well as MD simulations at high pressure
and temperature.24–26 Figure 1 shows a region of the silicon
phase diagram highlighting the stable thermodynamic transi-
tions generated using a Stillinger-Weber potential model27
along with the metastable LDA and HDA fields calculated
from a two-state model using values for the respective en-
thalpy, entropy and volume changes of H=23.24 kJ mol−1,
S=22.0 J mol−1 K−1 and V=−1.210−6 m3. MD
simulations have determined the critical temperature as T
1060 K Ref. 11 which fixes the energy mixing parameter
as W=17.625 kJ mol−1. Both the -Sn Si-II and simple
hexagonal Si-V polymorphs have stability fields within the
experimentally-accessed pressure range. The two-state model
predicts a room temperature LDA to HDA pressure-driven
phase transition at p13.7 GPa.
The first evidence for a semiconductor-metal transition in
a-Si was provided by Minomura,28 from electrical conductiv-
ity measurements carried out in a large-volume press. It was
observed that at P10 GPa the resistance dropped by about
five orders of magnitude. Upon decompression to below
P2–4 GPa, the conductivity of the sample returned to its
original value. X-ray examination of the sample following
the decompression and recovery to ambient conditions
showed that it was fully amorphous. It was suggested that a
structural or phase transformation had occurred in the amor-
phous state, between semiconducting and metallic varieties
of the amorphous solid element.29 The disadvantage of these
experiments was that the sample could not be examined in
situ, and so any metastable structural or phase transforma-
tions including crystallization or reamorphization could not
be observed and their possible contributions to the electrical
behavior detected. In a later study of a-Si and a-Ge in a large
volume apparatus using synchrotron radiation to penetrate
the sample assembly and record x-ray diffraction patterns in
situ at high pressure, it was shown that the amorphous semi-
conductors crystallized into their metallic -Sn structured
polymorph above P=8–10 GPa, and that the crystalline
high-pressure phase subsequently reamorphized into the
semiconducting state during decompression.30 It was thus
concluded that the resistance change observed in the earlier
studies was not due to a transformation within the amor-
phous material, but to pressure-induced crystallization fol-
lowed by reamorphization during recovery of the sample to
ambient conditions. That result appeared to be confirmed by
amorphous diffraction experiments in a diamond anvil cell
DAC.31 a-Ge and a-Ge:H samples were investigated up to
10 GPa by laboratory x-ray scattering. At ambient pressure,
first and second amorphous diffraction peaks the FDP and
SDP respectively in SQ were observed at 2.0 and 3.5 Å−1.
Upon pressurization, the SDP remained essentially un-
changed in position, but the FDP moved to larger Q values
and its width decreased.31 Above 6.2 GPa, Bragg peaks due
to crystallization of the -Sn structured phase were present
in the diffraction pattern. Some crystalline material was also
present in the sample recovered to ambient conditions.
The HDA metallic form of a-Si was first identified follow-
ing high-pressure amorphization experiments on porous sili-
con -Si,10 prepared by electrolytic methods32 and it was
compressed in a DAC and studied by optical spectroscopy to
investigate changes in the bandgap with pressure. Above
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FIG. 1. Color online The predicted phase diagram for silicon.
The crystal/liquid stability fields are obtained from a combination
of molecular dynamics simulation Ref. 13 and experiment Refs.
2 and 47 and show the presence of both the high pressure -Sn
Si-II and simple hexagonal Si-V polymorphs within the present
experimental pressure range. The metastable LDA/HDA transition
line and the two spinodal lines are obtained using a two-state model
as described in the text. Also shown are the respective LDL and
HDL glass transition temperatures obtained from experiment Ref.
18 and simulation. Ref. 11 The arrow indicates the transition
probed by the combination of simulation and experiment in the
present work.
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P=14–16 GPa, it was noted that the sample became black
and reflective to visible light and that Raman scattering spec-
tra indicated an amorphous structure. The pressure-induced
amorphization PIA was confirmed by energy-dispersive
synchrotron x-ray diffraction.10 The Raman spectrum ob-
tained at high pressure was quite different from that of the
usual LDA form of silicon observed at ambient pressure, and
it was concluded that HDA had been formed during PIA.
During decompression, the HDA polyamorph was observed
to back-transform to LDA below P5 GPa, with no evi-
dence for crystallization.10
Recently, we conducted a high pressure study of the
density-driven polyamorphic transformation between LDA
and HDA-Si forms at ambient temperature using Raman
spectroscopy and electrical conductivity measurements in the
DAC.12 The sample used was prepared in bulk form by a
solid-state chemical metathesis method using Zintl phase
NaSi as a starting material.5 The LDA-HDA transition was
observed as a dramatic change in the vibrational density of
states VDOS, as probed by Raman scattering, between P
=14–15 GPa. The characteristic Si-Si stretching and defor-
mation modes of the tetrahedrally-coordinated amorphous
network were replaced by features concentrated in the lower
frequency range, consistent with transformation to a struc-
ture with higher average coordination. This was confirmed
by molecular dynamics simulations of the VDOS using a
many-body Stillinger-Weber potential.12,27 There was no evi-
dence for crystallization in the Raman spectra obtained dur-
ing compression while the appearance of the sample changed
across the LDA-HDA transition. The LDA sample loaded
into the DAC was a pressed powder of the amorphous semi-
conductor and exhibited minimal reflection of visible light
during optical illumination. Above the pressure-driven tran-
sition, the HDA polyamorph appeared highly reflective, com-
parable with that of the metallic gasket used to contain the
sample in the DAC.12 Electrical conductivity experiments
carried out in the DAC showed a large resistance drop asso-
ciated with the LDA-HDA transformation, analogous to that
observed in the crystalline state during the diamond-
structured Si-I to -Sn Si-II semiconductor-metal
transition1 and so we concluded that the HDA polyamorph of
a-Si has metallic character. The polyamorphic transformation
was found to be reversible upon release of the pressure, with
considerable hysteresis as expected for a transition that cor-
responds to an underlying first-order density-driven liquid-
liquid phase transition. During most decompression runs the
observed Raman spectra exhibited no evidence for crystalli-
zation, especially if a critical region between 12–9 GPa was
bypassed rapidly.12 However, in some runs, partial recrystal-
lization into a -Sn structure was observed. That result is
discussed further below, in the context of our present results
using x-ray amorphous diffraction to study the LDA-HDA
transition. During the previous study, we concluded that a a
reversible LDA-HDA transformation in a-Si did exist; b the
HDA polyamorph had a metallic character and it contained
Si species in a higher average coordination than fourfold, in
contrast to the LDA form that is semiconducting and essen-
tially tetrahedrally coordinated; c the large hysteresis ob-
served for the HDA-LDA transformation during decompres-
sion indicated its likely association with a predicted density-
driven first-order liquid-liquid transition occurring in the
supercooled liquid state, observed below the glass transfor-
mation range in the amorphous solid state at T=300 K. Such
a thermodynamic phase transition has also been predicted
from MD simulations11 Fig. 1.
In the present study, we have used synchrotron-based
amorphous x-ray scattering using angle-dispersive tech-
niques, combined with MD simulations of the amorphous
structure factor and radial distribution functions, to investi-
gate the polyamorphism in a-Si as a function of pressure.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DATA
ANALYSIS
A. Diamond anvil cell x-ray amorphous scattering
1. Experimental details
With the development of intense highly-collimated x-ray
beams available at synchrotron sources it has become pos-
sible to measure the weak x-ray scattering from noncrystal-
line, low Z materials at high pressure.33,34 Energy dispersive
x-ray diffraction EDXRD techniques have usually been
employed in combination with careful spatial filtering of the
scattered radiation in experiments involving large volume
presses.35,36 The technique has also been applied to study
amorphous materials in the diamond anvil cell DAC at high
pressure.34 The EDXRD method involves passing a poly-
chromatic “white” beam through the sample and collecting
the data at several diffraction angles 2. The intensity must
be normalized to the spectrum of the incident radiation, that
is determined by the source and optics. A major challenge in
such studies is to take proper account of the large back-
ground signals generated by the pressure vessel.37 Angle dis-
persive ADXRD methods, in which a monochromatic inci-
dent x-ray beam is used, are being increasingly applied in
high pressure studies of crystalline as well as amorphous
materials, in the DAC as well as large volume presses. The
ADXRD technique is combined with multichannel collima-
tors for large volume press ecperiments and image plate or
CCD camera detectors to obtain more direct and accurate
intensity information.37,38
For high pressure amorphous x-ray scattering studies in
the DAC, the main corrections to the data involve removal of
the background scattering contributions from the diamond
anvils.33,39 This background scattering consists of Compton
scattering and thermal diffuse scattering contributions, as
well as Bragg diffraction from the diamond windows. The
Bragg diffraction appears as well-defined spots in the two-
dimensional 2D data sets, that can be readily masked during
integration around the Laue rings to yield the amorphous
diffraction intensity. Both the Compton scattering and ther-
mal diffuse scattering contributions from diamond can be
evaluated and subtracted from the data by performing a
background measurement in the DAC mounted in the beam
with the same orientation, but with no sample present.
Experimental factors that limit amorphous diffraction ex-
periments in the DAC include the sample volume relative to
the diameter and intensity of the collimated incident beam
that is necessary to obtain a useful signal in the allocated
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time; these parameters also determine the maximum pressure
that can be attained in the experiment. Another consideration
for amorphous diffraction studies is to obtain as large a Q
range as possible for subsequent data analysis: that is deter-
mined by the opening angle of the DAC on the data collec-
tion side. Using light-element diamond seats e.g., Be can
alleviate part of this problem. In our work we used a gas-
operated membrane DAC Ref. 40 with an opening angle of
30° 2=15° , with x-ray transparent Be seats for the dia-
mond anvils to optimize the available scattering angle range.
We used 2 mm diamond anvils with 650 m culets in these
experiments. The sample chamber was defined by a 300 m
hole drilled in a Re gasket. Re was chosen partly for its
mechanical strength so that the gasket hole would not col-
lapse during the experiment. The initial sample thickness
was 90 m. The DAC parameters were chosen to achieve
useful amorphous scattering data from the low Z sample a-
Si within the available beamtime at the synchrotron station,
to pressures into the 20 GPa range where the polyamorphic
transition is expected to occur.
No pressure transmitting medium was added into the
sample chamber, to avoid having to subtract an additional
signal from the measured data, and to maximize the scattered
intensity from the sample. From laboratory Raman experi-
ments carried out prior to the synchrotron run, we deter-
mined that the absence of a pressure-transmitting medium
did not affect the LDA-HDA transition observed by electrical
conductivity measurements or Raman scattering in the a-Si
material. Likewise, we did not add a pressure calibrant such
as ruby to the sample chamber, to avoid having to subtract
Bragg diffraction signals from the ruby crystals from the
amorphous scattering data. In laboratory experiments carried
out prior to the synchrotron run, we used ruby fluorescence
to calibrate the pressure achieved inside the cell relative to
the gas membrane pressure, that enabled us to determine the
pressure during the x-ray scattering experiments.
During amorphous diffraction studies it is important to
obtain as large a Q range as possible within the obtained
SQ scattering data set, to minimize truncation errors in its
Fourier transform to obtain the radial distribution function
gr. For a given DAC geometry, the accessible Q range is
expanded by using high energy x-rays available at third-
generation synchrotron sources. In the present work data
were collected at the ID-15A station of the ESRF using
52 keV x-rays, resulting in the maximum momentum trans-
fer of Qmax=11 Å−1 =0.238 431 Å observed in these ex-
periments Fig. 2. The sample used here was H-free a-Si
prepared by a solid-state metathesis reaction from Zintl
phase NaSi. The structural state and chemical composition of
that material has been described previously.5 We reduced the
beam size to 0.10.1 mm, exposure times varied between
1–3 min to avoid detector saturation and data were col-
lected over multiple exposures to improve the counting sta-
tistics. The angle dispersive x-ray scattering data were re-
corded as Laue rings using a MAR3450 on-line scanning
image-plate detector. 2D scattering data were transformed to
integrated IQ plots using Fit-2D software, which also
implements a polarization correction.41 Background spectra
were collected using the same beam size and exposure times,
after removal of the sample and replacing the cell in the
beam path in the same orientation.
2. Data analysis
The experimental scattering data were analyzed using the
following procedure. The total experimentally measured in-
tensity, ImeasQ, contains various contributions from the
sample and the background Fig. 2
ImeasQ = TQIsampQ + sIbkgdQ .
Here, TQ and s are the DAC transmission and background
scale factors; IbkgdQ is the measured empty-cell back-
ground. The scale factor is not unity due to variations in
beam intensity during the course of an experiment. By intro-
ducing a normalization factor N the total scattering from the
sample, IsampQ, is expressed as a sum of coherent IcohQ,
and incoherent scattering, IincohQ
NIsampQ = IcohQ + IincohQ .
The incoherent scattering contribution can be computed
analytically42 and N is found using the Krogh-Moe-Norman
method43,44
N =
− 22n0Z2 + 
0
Qmax
f2Q + IincohQQ2dQ

0
Qmax
IsampQdQ
.
Here n0 is the average number density, Z is the atomic num-
ber and fQ is the atomic form factor. The structure factor is
obtained by
FIG. 2. The analysis of the raw x-ray diffraction data to give the
final structure factor. The example shown is for the experimental
x-ray data taken at the lowest pressure studied on the compression
cycle. The raw x-ray scattering data Imeas obtained in the diamond
anvil cell at the ID-15A station at the ESRF using 52 keV x-rays is
treated as described in the text. The figure shows the background
signal Ibkgd obtained from the same station under the same condi-
tions in the absence of the sample, which is combined with Imeas. to
give the unnormalized sample scattering Isamp. The normalized
sample scattering NIsamp is decomposed into the Compton scatter-
ing IIncoh and coherent scattering Icoh contributions from which
the final structure factor, SQ is obtained.
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SQ = 1f2Q NI
sampQ − IincohQ = I
cohQ
f2Q .
The real-space distribution function, gr, is the Fourier
transform of SQ
gr = 1 +
1
2n02r

0
Qmax
QSQ − 1sinrQdQ
which is exact for Qmax=	. However, all experimentally de-
termined SQ functions have a finite Qmax, that can lead to
unphysical oscillations appearing in the real space distribu-
tion functions following the Fourier transformation proce-
dure. In the present case, Qmax=11 Å−1; the effects of finite
window size on gr are discussed below. For normalization
and subsequent gr calculation from the experimental data
the number density of a-Si at ambient conditions was used.45
It has been shown previously that the density has only a
minimal effect on the positions of the peaks in both SQ
through the normalization procedure and gr.39
In Figs. 3a and 3b, we show the raw data Imeas ob-
tained during a typical compression to P16.5 GPa and
subsequent decompression. Above 10 GPa partial crystal-
lization of the sample into the -Sn Si-II polymorph oc-
curs, as evidenced by the emergence of Bragg peaks. Al-
though crystallization of phases including Si-XI Refs. 46
and 47 and simple hexagonal Si-V Ref. 2 phases are ex-
pected within this pressure range, the crystalline diffraction
data were best indexed to Si-II Fig. 3. The implications of
such metastable crystallization are discussed below. The Ra-
man spectrum of Si-II has previously been measured up to
16.4 GPa.48 We also observed the appearance of Si-II in our
Raman studies during certain decompression experiments,
while we were investigating the LDA-HDA transition.12
However, the crystalline signal from Bragg peaks of Si-II
only makes a small contribution to the overall x-ray signal,
that remains dominated by the scattering from a-Si through-
out most of the pressure range. Analyzing the relative areas
under the crystalline Bragg features vs. the amorphous scat-
tering intensity yields a maximum contribution of 30% for
the highest pressure data sets. We can reconcile the observa-
tion that no Si-II signals were detected by laboratory Raman
scattering carried out for the sample prior to the synchrotron
run by the fact that the micro-Raman experiments probe
small spatially defined regions e.g., 5–10 m mainly at the
sample surface, whereas the x-ray studies investigate the en-
tire sample volume. In order to focus our attention on the
dominant amorphous structure, the Bragg peaks of crystal-
line Si-II were removed from the raw data prior to further
analysis Fig. 4. It is obvious from the data presented in Fig.
3 that changes in the amorphous scattering data, especially
the position of the first diffraction peak FDP, and its inten-
sity relative to the second amorphous scattering features
SDP, are unaffected by the occurrence of the Bragg peaks.
The Bragg peaks were subtracted from the data sets by eye.
The removal of the first Bragg peak near SQ=2.5 Å−1 cor-
responding to the 200 reflection of Si-II was straightfor-
ward. The removal of the second Bragg peak the 220 re-
flection of Si-II that occurred close to the amorphous SDP at
3.7 Å−1 was more problematic. A procedure was adopted
in which the Bragg peak intensity was estimated relative to
the 200 feature, and then removed from the amorphous
scattering data using a linear baseline function.
B. Molecular dynamics computer simulation
Complementary MD computer simulations were per-
formed using a Stillinger-Weber SW three-body atomistic
potential.27 Constant temperature and pressure NpT en-
semble were imposed using Nosé-Hoover thermostats and
barostats.49–51 Runs of 310 ns were performed on a system of
216 atoms at 300 K with the pressure ramped by 1 GPa ev-
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FIG. 3. The raw x-ray scattering functions, ImeasQ, for the a
compression and b decompression cycles. The diamond anvil cell
pressures in GPa are indicated on the right-hand side. Each suc-
cessive pressure data set is shifted along the y axis for clarity. The
Bragg peaks, which emerge at the highest pressure in the compres-
sion cycle are indicated by the dashed lines in the uppermost data
set and are indexed as showing the presence of the -Sn Si-II
polymorph. The change in position of the first diffraction peak is
visible in the raw data and is not affected by the presence of Bragg
peaks at the highest pressure. In the decompression cycle the Bragg
peaks gradually disappear as the pressure is reduced indicative of
the reamorphization of the Si-II structure.
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ery 10 ns. The initial zero pressure amorphous configura-
tion was obtained using a modified version of the SW
potential.52 Rapid cooling from the melt employing the origi-
nal potential function results in an overcoordinated, higher
density, amorphous structure, commonly referred to as “SW
glass.”52 In the method developed by Luedtke and
Landman,52 weighting of the SW three-body term is in-
creased during cooling from the melt to enhance the degree
of tetrahedral order with respect to the liquid structure. This
results in an amorphous structure, that is appropriately less
dense than the diamond-structured crystal i.e., Si-I, and that
is dominated by tetrahedrally-coordinated sites but that con-
tains of the order of 5.0% three-coordinate and 3.2% five-
coordinate species, respectively. The experimentally deter-
mined density of annealed amorphous silicon is 1.8%
lower than that of Si-I due to the presence of such micro-
scopic defects.45 It is possible to obtain analogous configu-
rations using the unmodified SW potential, with much slower
cooling rates from the liquid state.53
The SQ and gr functions can be obtained directly from
the MD simulation results. The SQ is defined by
SQ= 	A*QAQ
, where the AQ= 1Ni=1N eiQri are the
Fourier components whereas gr is readily obtained from
the distribution of pair separations. The gr and SQ of a-Si
obtained using the modified SW potential agree very well
with experimental data obtained at ambient pressure and
temperature.54,55 Other potential models, such as the environ-
ment dependent interaction potential EDIP, have also been
developed for amorphous silicon.56,57 However, although the
correct low density form of a-Si can be obtained from the
melt, the EDIP-liquid is less dense than the crystal and its
average coordination is too low.58 The SW potential on the
other hand gives the correct higher density of the liquid
with respect to the crystal it and has been used successfully
to investigate a wide range of system behavior, including
modelling the liquid-liquid transition in supercooled liquid
silicon,11,12 and studying the relative stability and melting of
clathrate phases.13 We chose to continue our studies using the
SW potential in the present work, both to interpret the SQ
data, and to place the results in the context of the metastable
phase diagram Fig. 1.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 4a we show the static structure factors for a-Si
obtained during experimental compression. The SQ func-
tion is dominated by two main features; the FDP at 2.18 Å−1,
and the SDP at 3.63 Å−1. As the pressure is increased to
13 GPa there is a slight change in the position of the FDP
from 2.18 to 2.23 Å−1 consistent with a slight densification
upon pressurization. The relative intensities of the two peaks
remains approximately constant on densification. Above
13.5 GPa there is a dramatic change in the structure factor.
The FDP becomes more intense than the SDP and it shifts
abruptly to larger Q 2.48 Å−1 Fig. 5.
During sample decompression the FDP and SDP show
reversible behavior with some hysteresis Fig. 4b. Be-
tween 16.5 and 13.5 GPa the FDP is still the most intense
feature and it shifts very slightly to lower Q. At 9.5 GPa the
intensities of the two features are about equal and the FDP is
at 2.33 Å−1. After decompressing further to 4 GPa the SDP is
once more the most intense feature and the FDP has shifted
back to 2.18 Å−1. We also note that the Bragg peaks for -Sn
crystallites Si-II phase that emerged during compression
above 13.5 GPa, disappeared at low pressure Fig. 3.
In Fig. 6a we show the series of SQ functions for a-Si
calculated from the MD simulations as a function of pres-
sure. As the pressure is increased between 0–10 GPa the
FDP shifts from 2.06–2.19 Å−1 and there is almost no
change in the relative intensities of the first two peaks.
Above 11 GPa there is a rapid reversal in the relative inten-
sities of the FDP and SDP, and the FDP moves to 2.38 Å−1.
The results obtained from the MD simulations show the
same changes over the same pressure range as those ob-
served experimentally. To emphasize the similarity of the
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FIG. 4. Structure factors, SQ, obtained from x-ray diffraction
experiments in the DAC at 300 K. Pressures in GPa are indicated
on the right-hand side for a compression and b decompression.
Successive functions are shifted by one unit along the y axis. A
significant shift in the position of the first diffraction peak is ob-
served at high pressure with a corresponding reverse shift on
sample decompression.
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structure factors obtained from experiment and the MD
simulation, Fig. 6a also shows the respective low pressure
p3 GPa experimental scattering functions. At low pres-
sure the FDP is less intense than the SDP, in agreement with
previous studies at ambient pressure54,59,60 and simulation
results.
Figure 7a shows the radial distribution functions calcu-
lated by Fourier transformation of the experimental structure
factors obtained during sample compression. The Fourier
transforms of the raw data are shown as dashed lines and
they exhibit significant high frequency oscillations whose
wavelength is due to the truncation of the experimental re-
ciprocal space data. The functions obtained by employing
Blackman windows are shown as the solid lines. The win-
dowing function successfully removes the high frequency
oscillations; however, the resulting real space functions be-
come broadened. However, the main features and changes in
the gr function remain unaffected. Between pressures of 3
and 13.5 GPa, the pair distribution functions show primary
features at 2.36 Å and 3.83 Å associated with Si-Si bonding
and next-nearest neighbor Si…Si interactions, indicative of
the local tetrahedral coordination geometry. At high pressure
16.5 GPa, the second peak shifts to a shorter separation of
3.40 Å whereas the first peak shifts to slightly longer sepa-
ration. This indicates the formation of high coordinate Si
species. The reverse behavior is observed during decompres-
sion Fig. 7b. The real space data displays the same hys-
teresis as the SQ data so that there is little change in the
peak positions between 16.5 and 9.5 GPa. As the pressure is
lowered below 9.5 GPa the first peak moves back to shorter
separation and the second peak shifts to 3.72 Å.
Figure 6b shows the analogous pair distribution func-
tions obtained directly from the MD simulations. The ability
to generate these functions from a priori knowledge of the
atom positions means that the MD data do not suffer from
the truncation effects observed for the experimental data.
These functions exhibit analogous changes to the experimen-
tal compression data sets, and in turn validating the reliabil-
ity of our experimental analysis. At low pressure the gr
functions display the same two main peaks, along with a
weak shoulder on the short-separation side of the second
peak 3.30 Å. As the pressure is increased, the nearest-
neighbor peaks initially shifts to shorter distances and the
shoulder on the second peak increases slightly in intensity. At
high pressures this shoulder becomes the main feature of the
second peak with a corresponding shift of the first peak in
gr to longer separations.
Making a direct link between the experimental data and
the MD simulation results means that the simulations can be
used to investigate other properties of the densified amor-
phous system. In Fig. 8, we show the p-V curves obtained
from the MD simulations. There is a dramatic change in
system volume at around 10.5 GPa, that corresponds to the
LDA to HDA polyamorphic transformation. It is of interest
that the amorphous system produced using the SW potential
in the absence of the enhanced three-body term shows no
FIG. 5. The position of the first diffraction peak FDP, squares
and second diffraction peak SDP, circles in the structure factors
Figs. 4 and 6a as function of pressure on compression. The
experimental and simulation results are shown as filled and open
symbols respectively.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. a Structure factors and, b pair distribution functions,
obtained from simulation as a function of pressure. The simulation
cell pressures are indicated, in GPa, on the right-hand side. In both
cases successive functions are shifted by one unit along the y axis
for clarity. In a the structure factor obtained from DAC compres-
sion experiment at 3 GPa is shown as a dashed line, shifted down
by two units on the y axis, showing the similarity with the structure
factors obtained from MD simulation.
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such pressure-driven amorphous-amorphous transformation
within this pressure range. Previous studies of liquid silicon
in the highly supercooled regime predict that an entropy-,
density-driven first-order phase transition should occur in the
highly supercooled regime. The critical point is predicted to
occur at slightly negative pressure, P−1 GPa at
T1100 K. Extrapolation to T=300 K using two-state mod-
els, ignoring the presence of a glass transition for either
phase, leads to a prediction of P13.5 GPa for the
LDA-HDA phase transformation. This is in good agreement
with our experimental and MD simulation results. At low
pressure a-Si is of lower density than the diamond-structured
crystal and it has a smaller bulk modulus Table I. The
supercooled SW liquid is, as expected, more dense than the
diamond crystal at the same P and T. At the transition
pressure the simulated system volume changes from
18.30 Å3 atom−1 to 17.38 Å3 atom−1 with a corresponding
rise in the mean nearest-neighbor atom coordination number
from 4.0 to 4.6.
IV. DISCUSSION
We begin by considering the pressure-volume relations
Fig. 8 established for compression of amorphous Si with
respect to previous simulation studies using ab initio theoret-
ical methods. Our figure indicates the volume changes ob-
served in this study, compared with the values obtained by
Morishita26 and Durandurdu and Drabold.24,25 Morishita ob-
served a slightly larger volume change for the LDA-HDA
polyamorphic transition than that obtained in the present
work, along with a corresponding change in average coordi-
nation number from 4 to 5.1; however, the results are com-
parable with those obtained using the SW potential. How-
ever, Durandurdu and Drabold observed a much larger
volume change occurring at 16.25 GPa, that was associated
TABLE I. Values for the volume at zero pressure, V0, and the
bulk modulus, K0. The values for Si-I are from Hu et al., Ref. 2.
while those for LDA- and HDA-Si are from our MD simulations,
fitted to the second order Birch-Murnaghan EOS by using EosFit.
Ref. 69.
Table I V0 Å3 atom−1 K0 GPa
Si-I 20.06 98
LDA-Si 20.56 66.5
HDA-Si 18.10 181.0
(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. Pair distribution functions, gr, obtained from the x-ray
diffraction experiments by Fourier transformation of the structure
factors shown in Fig. 4 for a compression, b decompression.
Pressures, in GPa, are indicated on the right-hand side and succes-
sive curves are shifted by two units along the y axis. The dashed
and solid lines show the result of the Fourier transforms in the
absence of and with a windowing function. The windowing func-
tion successfully removes the high frequency oscillations at the ex-
pense of broadening the real space peaks.
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FIG. 8. Pressure-volume relations obtained from the molecular
dynamics simulations. The curve marked LDA is the p-V behavior
for the system obtained from the modified Stillinger-Weber poten-
tial, as described in the text, and shows a clear pressure-driven
transition at 11 GPa. The curve marked SW in the p-V function was
obtained using the unmodified SW potential. The vertical lines in-
dicated by  and  represent the volume changes observed by
Durandurdu et al. Refs. 24 and 25 and Morishita Ref. 26 respec-
tively. The solid line labelled Si-I shows the p-V behavior of the
ideal simulated diamond crystal. The lines marked Si-II and Si-V
indicate the volumes of these two polymorphs at their experimental
transition pressures.
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with a change in average coordination number from 4 to 9.
The significance of that result is discussed below.
The structure of the LDA form of a-Si sample at low
pressure is based on an essentially ideal tetrahedrally-
coordinated network, containing very few over- or under-
coordinated defects. The HDA structure described here, and
also that observed by Morishita, can be understood in terms
of highly-coordinated defects generated within the LDA tet-
rahedral network. The mean atom coordination number is
increased to above four by the presence of five- or six-
coordinated atoms that occupy defect sites between the tet-
rahedra. Figure 9 shows molecular graphics “snapshots” of
an LDA and HDA configuration with the Si sites coloured
according to coordination environment. The HDA phase con-
tains a significantly higher fraction of five-coordinate “de-
fect” sites when compared to the LDA. The concentration of
these defects is, therefore, directly related to both the mean
coordination number and the volume collapse observed at
the transition pressure. In this picture, the differences in vol-
ume change and average coordination observed between the
SW result and those obtained by Morishita reflect a slightly
smaller defect concentration within the LDA structure.
Such a defect picture of the amorphous structure is sup-
ported by both x-ray diffraction and MD studies on the su-
percooled liquid at high temperature which show changes in
the relative FDP and SDP intensities in SQ analogous to
those seen here as a function of pressure. These intensity
changes correspond to a decrease in defect concentration as
the liquid is cooled to 1460 K, just above the predicted
liquid-liquid transition.15 Supercooled liquid germanium also
displays such a decrease in the average coordination number
and a corresponding increase in the relative amount of tetra-
hedral bonding.17,61 High pressure, room temperature XAS
experiments on a-Ge show a partially reversible transition to
a HDA form, with an associated increase in average coordi-
nation number to 4.5.62
The larger volume change and significantly higher aver-
age coordination number observed in the ab initio simula-
tions of Durandurdu and Drabold for both a-Si and a-Ge,
might be indicative of the emergence of a “very high density
amorphous” VHDA state. Such behavior would be analo-
gous to that observed for amorphous H2O, for which the
structural and thermodynamic implications of the relation-
ships between LDA-HDA-VHDA forms are currenty under
discussion.63–66 In the case of a-H2O, a model based on co-
ordination defects within a tetrahedral network structure has
been proposed to describe the HDA polyamorph with respect
to LDA, and a higher-density structure is projected for
VHDA.66
There is significant evidence both from simulation and
experimental studies that the LDA/HDA transformation
maps on to a genuinely first order phase transition in the
supercooled liquid state. However, it is not clear that the
same would hold true for the HDA/VHDA transformation.
One possibility is that there is such a first order HDA/VHDA
phase transition with an associated phase boundary and an
additional critical point in the system. One alternative possi-
bility is that the transition from an HDA-like to a VHDA-like
configuration is continuous and is therefore associated with a
gradual increase in the number of filled defect sites as the
pressure is increased. Another possibility is that there exists
an series of VHDA-like phases, each characterized by a dif-
ferent concentration of defect sites, perhaps separated from
each other by a series of phase boundaries with associated
critical points.
Considering the present work in association with previous
theoretical studies, one possibility is that the different
simulation approaches are accessing alternative HDA vs
VHDA-like states. Such differences could be determined by
quite subtle aspects of the underlying simulation methodolo-
gies. For example, factors including system size and, in par-
ticular, the simulated compression rates and, indeed, the pre-
cise details of the manner in which the pressure is applied
might be expected to be significant. These possibilities must
be tested in future work by systematically varying the simu-
lation conditions.
Our data for a-Si do not yet allow us to test the VHDA
hypothesis experimentally. However, the density-driven
polyamorphism can be understood by reference to analogous
crystal phase transitions.2 Figure 8 highlights the densities of
the high pressure -Sn Si-II and simple hexagonal Si-V
structured phases, which contain six- and eight-coordinated
atoms, respectively. The crystal densities are typical of those
observed in the amorphous state from the ab initio simula-
tions and, as a result, we might expect the local coordination
environments associated with the VHDA phase to resemble
the local high coordination environments displayed by
these high pressure crystals.
VHDA forms have already been proposed for both amor-
phous silicon and germanium based on the application of
high pressure to the respective liquids.64 Funamori and
Tsuji36 noted a change in the liquid phase structure of silicon
between 8 and 14 GPa to give a system whose local coordi-
nation environment was suggested to be similar to that of the
simple hexagonal crystal. Similarly, Koga et al.
demonstrated67 how application of high pressure to liquid
germanium resulted in an increase in the average coordina-
tion number to 7.
Apart from the results for a-Si, the experimental SQ
data presented here also show the crystalline phase Si-II
forming outside its normal stability field, i.e., in a highly
metastable regime, followed by reamorphization during de-
compression to ambient pressure. From high pressure x-ray
diffraction experiments, Si-II is normally observed to form
from Si-I in a pressure range between 10.3 to 14 GPa,47
whereas other crystalline polymorphs Si-XI, Si-V are ob-
FIG. 9. Moelcular graphics “snapshots” of typical LDA left
and HDA right configurations. Four and five-coordinate Si atoms
are shown as the light and dark shaded circles respectively, high-
lighting the greater number of these five-coordinate “defect” sits in
the HDA configuration.
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served to crystallize above these pressures.46 Similarly, dur-
ing decompression, Si-II is usually observed to persist down
to 6.2 GPa. Further decompression results in metastable
transformation to two further crystalline polymorphs Si-XII,
Si-III.68 In the data presented here, on compression Si-II
forms at above P8.5 GPa and persists to at least 16.5 GPa.
On decompression, the presence of Si-II is recorded down to
4 GPa, at which point it reamorphizes into LDA-Si. During
our previous Raman spectroscopic investigations of the
LDA-HDA transformation and its reversal during decom-
pression, we also observed similar metastable formation and
reamorphization of Si-II during the decompression part of
the cycle, when the sample was decompressed slowly within
the 12–9 GPa range.12 Those data showed the emergence of
Si-II at P15 GPa, and subsequent reamorphization below
7.5 GPa Fig. 10. Previously, the Raman spectrum of Si-II
has been recorded up to 16.4 GPa.48 Other compression ex-
periments on LDA-Si have also shown the formation and
persistence of Si-II at high pressure, outside its normal phase
field, and that the crystals subsequently reamorphized during
decompression.28,30 At low temperature, Si-II formed from
compression of Si-I has been shown to transform to LDA-Si
during decompression.6
Figure 11 shows a schematic Gibbs free energy GP dia-
gram for metastable crystalline and amorphous polymorphs
of silicon that can summarize these observations. The free
energies are displayed as differences relative to the zero pres-
sure ground state the diamond structure in order to empha-
size the observed phase changes. Because G=H-TS=U
+ PV-TS, the slope is approximately equal to the molar vol-
ume V at constant T. As the pressure is increased a-Si en-
counters its LDA-HDA transition at 10 GPa or, because
this is a first order transformation, it can become super-
pressed towards the spinodal line that is predicted to occur at
P16 GPa at ambient T Fig. 1 at which point the HDA
phase is formed. The amorphous polymorphs are metastable
with respect to Si-II at all pressures above 7 GPa, and, as a
result, it is expected that the high-pressure crystalline phase
could nucleate at any pressure within this range. On decom-
pression of HDA the system again encounters the thermody-
namic transition pressure at P10 GPa and is metastable to
a pressure of 7 GPa, at which point the system transforms
back to the LDA. Likewise, the Si-II crystallites become
metastable with respect to the diamond structure at P
10 GPa and metastable with respect to the LDA phase at
P7 GPa. At P4 GPa the Si-II encounters the spinodal
and the system fully amorphizes to the LDA.
V. CONCLUSION
We conducted an in situ DAC study of the amorphous
x-ray scattering in a-Si at high pressure and room tempera-
ture. The data combined with MD simulation results sup-
ported the evidence for a density-driven polyamorphic trans-
formation occurring at P
10 GPa at T=300 K, in
agreement with previous Raman scattering and electrical
conductivity results. Analysis of the MD simulation configu-
rations indicates that the LDA-HDA transformation may be
associated with formation of defect structures within the
tetrahedrally-coordinated LDA polyamorph, in which highly
coordinated atoms occupy interstitial sites in the amorphous
network. It is possible that even higher density amorphous
states “VHDA” exist, in which all the atoms occupy higher
coordination sites.
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FIG. 10. Raman spectra obtained during sample decompression.
The sample pressures in GPa as indicated on the right of the figure.
As the pressure is lowered from 16.7 to 15 GPa, HDA-Si trans-
forms into Si-II. Shown here is the TO mode of Si-II as the LO
mode is at too low wave number to be observed in a back scattering
geometry. At 5.4 GPa LDA-Si emerges and only a small amount of
Si-II is still present. At 1.7 GPa the spectrum is that of LDA-Si.
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FIG. 11. A schematic GP diagram to highlight the phase trans-
formations observed in the present work. The free energies are
shown as differences with respect to that of the diamond structure
the zero pressure ground state in order to emphasize the observed
transformations. The dashed lines show the metastable extensions
accessible from experiment and the filled symbols highlight the
spinodals encountered in the present work. The light vertical lines
highlight the pressure range over which both the crystalline and
amorphous pressure-driven phase transitions are expected to occur.
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